Beneath a Meth Moon

Hurricane Katrina took her mother and
granmother. And even though Laurel
Daneau has moves on to a new life--one
that includes a new best friend,a spot on
the cheerleading squad, and dating the
co-captain of the football team--she cant
get past the pain of that loss. Then her new
boyfriend introduces her to meth, and
Laurel is instantly seduced by its spell, the
way it erases, even if only temporarily, her
memories. Soon Laurel is completely
hooked,a shell of her former self, desperate
to be whole again, but lacking the strength
to break free. But with the help of a new
friend--and the loyalty of an old one--she is
able to rewrite her own story and move on
with her own life.Dreamlike in quality and
weaving flashbacks to the hurricane in with
Laurels present-day struggles, this is a
stunning novel that readers wont want to
miss.
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of Beneath A Meth Moon. RECOMMENDATION I recommend this book to anyone high school age level or older who
likes a happyLaurels new life is going well, with T-Boom, co-captain of the basketball team, for a boyfriend. When
T-Boom introduces Laurel to meth, she immediately fallsLaurel Daneau has moved on to a new life, in a new town, but
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Beneath a Meth Moon has 3718 ratings and 808 reviews. Brina said: Jacqueline Woodson is a leading young adult
novelist, and her books are usually autobiJacqueline Woodson is the 2018-2019 National Ambassador for Young
Peoples Literature Hurricane Katrina took her mother and granmother. And even thoughlaurel would do anything to turn
back time ? to tell her mother and grandmother not to stay home near the beach with a hurricane coming to say no when
her Beneath a Meth Moon Theme, symbols, and point of view. The story was in the main characters, Laurel, point of
view. Jacqueline Woodson - 4 min - Uploaded by Laurel: Emma Wheeler Kaylee: Janie Clasgens Moses: Betserai
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